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Details of Visit:

Author: jonathan1975
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 17 Aug 2017 11:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 230
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

Discreet basement flat , large bedroom, double bed , couch and mirrors. Clean bathroom with
bath/shower. Easy walking distance from three stations.

The Lady:

Stunningly good looking with enhanced breasts and slim figure.

The Story:

Been waiting ages to see the much reviewed Victoria and it was worth the wait. A lovely lady who
was dressed in the most sexy black stockings, suspenders, thong, flimsy bra and killer heel and
who FK's beautifully. And when her flatmate walked in giggling, dressed almost exactly the same
but with a figure hugging black teddy and stockings a duo was going to be a certainty. Present
sorted and exchanged I dashed to the shower ready to get back to the ladies.

So off we went, standing in front of the full length mirror , FK and DFK, hands inside the thongs with
both ladies and them kissing each other as well. Victoria dropping down to DT while I carried on
groping everything in sight. Then they swapped positions, then both dropping down to give a double
alternating DT. On to the bed and some RO for Victoria while her flatmate went down there too.

It all starts to get a bit hazy then with both of them getting very tangled up with each other, lots of
giggling and everybody's hands and fingers everywhere and mouths kissing and licking everything
in sight. I remember the sight of both of them kneeling side by side on the bed kissing each other
while I went at it doggy style on both of them - changing condoms of course. Victoria on her back
with her legs being held high in the air with her beautiful pussy just waiting for the old fella. Both
girls oiled each other up so I had to have a go between both of their breasts while they kissed each
other all over. Couldn't hold out any longer and Victoria opened her mouth and I missed.

Time for recovery with a double massage, before signs of life returned with the help of hands , DT
and DFK from both the girls at the same time. Finally came again with Victoria sitting on my face.

Off to the shower with Victoria who soaped us both up and decided to shave the very short stubble
from her pussy and have a pee while I watched. Try as I might I couldn't make it a third time. Her
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flatmate meanwhile had made me a two course lunch , so all three of us sat down and relaxed for a
while. Half an hour over time and I still had a train to catch. A lovely goodbye from Victoria which
consisted of a final deep FK, crotch squeeze and a slap on my arse, told I was a very naughty boy
and I was out the door.

One happy man.  
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